Associations Between Anesthetic Variables and Functional Outcome in Dogs With Thoracolumbar Intervertebral Disk Extrusion Undergoing Decompressive Hemilaminectomy
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Background: Outcome of acute experimental spinal cord injury is strongly associated with tissue perfusion and oxygenation. Cardiopulmonary depression could affect outcome in dogs undergoing general anesthesia for surgical treatment of thoracolumbar intervertebral disk extrusion (IVDE).

Hypothesis/Objectives: To evaluate the effects of general anesthesia on functional outcome in dogs undergoing surgery to treat thoracolumbar IVDE.

Animals: Eighty-four client-owned dogs with acute thoracolumbar IVDE treated by decompressive hemilaminectomy.

Methods: Exploratory, retrospective observational study. Medical records were reviewed for clinical presentation and anesthetic monitoring variables, including duration of anesthesia and surgery, hypotension, bradycardia, temperature, and respiratory parameters. Multivariable regression tree analysis was performed to explore associations between anesthetic variables and functional outcome scores after 6 weeks, as well as return to ambulatory status.

Results: Episodes of bradycardia (69%) and hypotension (57%) were frequent. Across all outcome measures, regression tree analysis highlighted functional grade at presentation as the primary determining factor, and among pain perception negative dogs, there was a possible association between increased duration of surgery and poorer outcome. In dogs with intact pain perception, duration of bradycardia, mean body temperature, and mean end-tidal carbon dioxide were highlighted.

Conclusions and Clinical Importance: Exploratory statistical methods can facilitate hypothesis-generating studies to inform prospective investigations in veterinary medicine. Although the mechanism is uncertain, increased duration of surgery might be associated with poorer outcome in pain perception negative dogs with thoracolumbar IVDE.
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Acute thoracolumbar intervertebral disk extrusion (IVDE) is the most common cause of acute spinal cord injury (SCI) in dogs and can cause death or permanent disability in affected dogs.1,2 Treatment can be medical or surgical, with the decision to perform surgery based on clinical factors such as the severity and rate of progression of neurological deficits.3–7 Surgical management aims to decompress the spinal cord, usually through a hemilaminectomy procedure.8–11

While the varying outcome of dogs with different initial severities of thoracolumbar SCI has been well described, the possibility that there are factors associated with surgical and anesthetic procedures that affect outcome has not been investigated.5,10–15 It has long been recognized in the experimental setting that perfusion of the spinal cord is highly associated with outcome.16–18 Recent human and veterinary studies have furthered our understanding of the role of spinal cord perfusion and hemodynamic changes, as well as the benefits of taking appropriate measures to maintain optimal spinal cord blood flow.19–23 Spinal cord perfusion is dependent on the relationship between systemic blood pressure and intrathecal pressure, in the same way that cerebral perfusion is defined by mean arterial blood pressure (MABP) and intracranial pressure.17,19,24 Systemic hypotension might have serious consequences for the injured spinal cord, and alongside the avoidance of systemic hypoxia, management of blood pressure remains
the mainstay of neuroprotective treatment in veterinary and human acute SCI.1,7,19,21,25,26

Hypotension secondary to reduced systemic vascular resistance or decreased cardiac output due to bradycardia occurs commonly under general anesthesia in dogs.27–29 As a result, it is possible that dogs undergoing surgical decompression to treat thoracolumbar IVDE could be exposed to hemodynamic changes that could affect functional recovery. Indeed, a recent study found an association between intraoperative hypotension and the frequency of adverse events after surgical management of cervical IVDE by ventral slot decompression.30 It is not known whether intraoperative variations in MABP, heart rate, and other measured variables, as well as duration of anesthesia or surgery, could affect outcome in dogs undergoing surgical management of thoracolumbar IVDE. This is a complex question to ask in a clinical population in which the majority of dogs recover ambulation. However, investigating the anesthetic records of a cohort of dogs with prospectively quantified outcome using exploratory statistical methodology could reveal associations worthy of further study. Furthermore, using an objective measure of normal stepping sequence, a function that is frequently not fully recovered, provides a highly discriminatory outcome measure with which to measure effects in these dogs.31

The primary aim of this exploratory study was therefore to investigate the relationship between intraoperative variables including systemic arterial blood pressure, heart rate, respiratory rate, body temperature, end-tidal partial pressure of carbon dioxide and duration of anesthesia and surgery, and functional outcome in dogs undergoing decompressive surgery to treat acute IVDE in order to identify variables of interest to further investigate in prospective studies.

Materials and Methods

Case Selection

The dogs included in this study participated in 2 clinical trials at North Carolina State University (NCSU) Veterinary Hospital. The first was a trial evaluating the effect of methylprednisolone sodium succinate (MPSS) and polyethylene glycol (PEG) on outcome after acute SCI (n = 17),27 and the second was a trial evaluating the efficacy of cranberry extract compared to placebo (n = 67) at reducing prevalence of urinary tract infections after spinal surgery.28 Inclusion criteria for both of these trials included acute onset of thoracolumbar myelopathy due to an acute IVDE. In the first trial, all dogs were paraplegic with no conscious pain perception and had to present within 24 hours of onset of paraly-
sis. For the second trial, dogs had to be nonambulatory paraparetic or paraplegic with or without conscious pain perception. All dogs underwent imaging and decompressive surgery, followed by a prescribed standardized home physical therapy plan and strict rest, as is standard protocol at the study institution. As neither trial demonstrated an effect of treatment over placebo, all dogs followed at NCSU were included in this study (from the first trial —MPSS: n = 6, PEG: n = 6, saline: n = 5, and from the second trial—cranberry: n = 32, placebo: n = 35).27,28 For each dog, age, breed, sex and body weight were recorded, as well as duration of clinical signs, any preoperative medication administered by the referring veterinarian, IVDE site and ordinal functional grade (modified Tarlov grade: grade 1 = neurologically normal, grade 2 = ambulatory paraparesis, grade 3 = nonambulatory paraparesis, grade 4 = paraplegia with intact conscious pain perception, grade 5 = paraplegia with absent conscious pain perception) at presentation.26 Only nonambulatory dogs (grade 3, 4, or 5) were included. Exclusion criteria were as follows: incomplete medical or anesthetic records, dogs that underwent multiple spinal surgeries, dogs without follow-up data, and those euthanized in the immediate postoperative period.

Anesthesia Records

Data acquired from anesthetic monitoring records included: number of periods of bradycardia (defined as heart rate <60 beats per minute [bpm] for at least 2 consecutive 5-minute recordings), number of periods of hypotension (defined as MABP <60 mmHg or systolic blood pressure [SBP] <90 mmHg, for at least 2 consecutive 5-minute recordings), episodes of cardiac arrhythmias, mean body temperature (°F), and end-tidal carbon dioxide partial pressure (ETCO₂—mmHg), and mean respiratory rate (spontaneous or mechanical ventilation) throughout the period of general anesthesia. The total duration of bradycardia and hypotension in minutes was then calculated by multiplying the number of recordings by 5. These parameters were monitored using continuous multiparameter patient monitoring systems during general anesthesia, a,b with blood pressures recorded by indirect oscillometric (n = 75), indirect Doppler (n = 7), or direct invasive (n = 2) methods. All indirect blood pressure measurements were performed using inflatable cuffs applied to a target cuff width to leg circumference ratio of 40%. Blood pressure measurements were performed at table level, with dogs in sternal recumbency, approximating the level of the right atrium. Additional data acquired were duration of general anesthesia and duration of surgery, number of intervertebral spaces operated on, years of surgical training of the primary surgeon, drugs used for premedication, induction and maintenance of anesthesia, and any additional anesthesia medications or IV fluid boluses. Anesthetic protocol was selected based upon individual patient requirements and the preferences of the attending clinician and veterinary anesthesiologists. Cefazolin (22 mg/kg IV) was administered before surgery and every 2 hours intraoperatively for routine antibiotic in all dogs. Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatories were administered perioperatively, unless contraindicated or if the dog was already receiving an oral course.

Outcome

Follow-up data were acquired from records of re-examinations performed at 6 weeks postoperatively. Outcome was assessed by recording whether the dog reached independent ambulatory status within 6 weeks, alongside 2 scoring methods: (1) ordinal 12-point open field score (OFS, score of 1–12, as outlined in previous studies),35 and (2) a recently described treadmill-based gait scoring method shown to generate linear, continuous outcome data (regularity index, RI).31 The latter method involves videotaping the dog attempting to walk on a treadmill and then recording the number and sequence of complete steps taken with each limb. From this data, using a total of 50-step cycles, RI was calculated from the total number of step cycles taken in a normal step cycle pattern (as previously defined31) multiplied by 4 to give the total number of coordinated steps, and then divided by the total number of steps taken.35 Outcome using OFS was additionally quantified as the change in OFS from presentation to 6-week re-examination, with dogs presenting as modified Tarlov grades 4 and 5 (paraplegic with and without conscious pain perception) classified as an OFS of 0 at presentation, and grade 3 (nonambulatory paraparetic) at...
Statistical Analysis

Before performing regression tree analysis to explore anesthetic variables, initial bivariate analysis was performed to exclude potential associations between outcome and preoperative descriptive patient variables. This was performed using independent-samples t-tests and chi-square to evaluate normally distributed data and categorical variables, respectively, and Mann-Whitney U- or Kruskal-Wallis tests for non-normally distributed data. Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to test for linear association between continuous variables. Clinical trial drugs were not included in statistical analysis due to the lack of effect demonstrated in prior analysis. Data were evaluated for normality using Shapiro-Wilk tests.

We then performed an exploratory data analysis of the recorded surgical and anesthetic data using regression tree analysis, which was used to identify candidate predictors to use in general linear and logistic regression models. Regression trees recursively partition the observed data into subgroups defined by thresholding subject covariates (such as premedication, surgery duration, duration of bradycardia so that subjects within each subgroup are similar in terms of the outcome of interest. Subgroups formed in this way can then be expressed as a binary tree from which it is easy to identify covariate interactions and associations between covariates and the outcome. For this analysis, functional grade at presentation as well as the recorded anesthetic variables (premedication drugs used, duration of general anesthesia, duration of surgery, number of disk spaces operated on, total duration of low MABP, total duration of low SBP, total duration of bradycardia, mean temperature, mean ETCO₂, IV fluid boluses, and glycopyrrolate boluses as well as years of surgical training of the surgeon) were included to control for the well-established effect of initial injury severity on outcome (Table 2). The variables identified by the regression tree analysis were then selected for further multivariable analysis by fitting a linear model for continuous outcome scores (OFS and RI) fit using ordinary least squares, and a logistic regression model fit using maximum likelihood with a ridge penalty for the binary outcome measure (ambulatory status).

The reported coefficients are for the final selected models, where selection was performed using stepwise variable selection with the Bayesian information criterion. The full code to replicate our analyses is provided in Data 1. Statistical significance was established as \( P < .05 \) where relevant; however, because the initial set of candidate variables and the final selected model were chosen using the data, these \( P \)-values are not uniformly distributed under the null (that the coefficient is zero) and might overstate statistical significance. Data analysis was performed using a commercially available statistical software program, and the “rpart” package in R.

Results

Population

Of 91 dogs that fulfilled the initial inclusion criteria, 7 dogs were excluded due to lack of follow-up data, leaving 84 suitable dogs. Breeds comprised 54 Dachshunds, 8 mixed-breed dogs, 8 Pekingese dogs, 3 Chihuahuas, 3 Shih Tzus, 2 Beagles, and 1 each of the following breeds: Lhasa Apso, American Cocker Spaniel, Basset Hound, Boston Terrier, Maltese Terrier, and Pembroke Welsh Corgi. There were 50 male dogs (60%) of which 14 were sexually intact, and 34 female dogs (40%) of which 4 were sexually intact, with a mean age of 5.7 ± 2.5 years and a mean body weight of 7.7 ± 3.3 kg.

Clinical Characteristics

All dogs presented for further investigation of an acute onset of paraparesis or paraplegia, with neuroanatomical localization to a T3-L3 (n = 81) or L4-S3 (n = 3) myelopathy. Twenty-five dogs (30%) presented with modified Tarlov functional grade of 3, 24 (29%) were grade 4, and 35 (42%) were grade 5. Fifty-eight dogs (69%) presented within 12 hours of the onset of clinical signs, 17 (20%) presented between 12 and 24 hours of onset, 5 dogs (6%) presented between 24 and 48 hours of onset, and 4 dogs (5%) presented >48 hours after the onset. Forty-five dogs (54%) received no medication before referral, whereas 23 (27%) received nonsteroidal anti-inflammatories, 15 (18%) received corticosteroids, and 1 dog (1%) received PEG before referral. IVDE was diagnosed on CT (n = 53), MRI (n = 29), or CT myelogram (n = 2), with decompressive hemilaminectomy subsequently performed in all dogs at the intervertebral disk spaces determined by the attending clinician. Forty-seven hemilaminectomies (56%) were over a single intervertebral disk space, 26 (31%) were over 2 spaces, 7 (8%) were over 3 spaces, 3 (4%) were over 4 spaces, and 1 (1%) hemilaminectomy was performed over 5 spaces, all of which were adjacent to one another. The hemilaminectomy site was between the T10-11 and L1-2 intervertebral disk spaces in 66 cases (79%), with 16 (19%) extending to, or exclusively between L2-3 to L5-6, as well as 1 procedure at the T8-9 space and 1 at the T9-10 space. Prophylactic fenestration was performed of the intervertebral disks from T11 to L3 in all dogs, as is standard procedure at the study institution. A durotomy was not performed in any of the dogs.

Anesthetic Parameters

Anesthetic premedication was IV or IM hydromorphone (0.05–0.2 mg/kg) alone in 40 dogs (48%), in combination with dexmedetomidine (2–4 mcg/kg) in 25 dogs (29.8%), dexmedetomidine alone in 1 dog (1%), and an IV bolus of fentanyl (2–5 mcg/kg) in 18 dogs (21%). Anesthesia was induced with propofol (4–6 mg/kg, IV to effect) in all dogs, except for 1 dog in which anesthesia was induced with a remifentanil and midazolam combination. Isoflurane was used to maintain anesthesia in all dogs, with 6 dogs receiving sevoflurane during MRI before changing to isoflurane for surgery. A constant rate infusion (CRI) of fentanyl (0.3 mcg/kg/min—adjusted as required) was also used in 50 dogs (60%), with a CRI of remifentanil (0.3 mcg/kg/min—adjusted as required) used in 6 (7%).
Total general anesthesia time including diagnostic imaging lasted a mean of 5.1 ± 1.5 hours, with a mean surgical duration of 3.3 ± 1.2 hours. Of the monitored intraoperative patient variables, abnormalities of heart rate and blood pressure were commonly encountered, with 58 dogs experiencing episodes of bradycardia (69%) and 48 dogs experiencing episodes of hypotension (57%). Mean average body temperature during anesthesia for all dogs was 98.1 °F. Cardiac arrhythmias were detected in 12 dogs (14%), with 10 dogs experiencing transient 2nd degree atioventricular block, 1 case experiencing transient 1st degree atioventricular block, and 1 a ventricular arrhythmia, and all resolved with appropriate treatment. In response to hypotension, 28 (33%) dogs received an intraoperative isotonic crystalloid fluid bolus administered IV at some point during anesthesia, with 4 (5%) receiving an IV infusion of dopamine, and 39 (46%) dogs received a bolus of glycopyrrolate to address bradycardia. A summary of the recorded intraoperative anesthetic variables is shown in Table 1.

### Outcome

No dogs were euthanized in the immediate postoperative period. Ambulatory status 6 weeks postsurgery was available for all 84 dogs, with OFS available in 64 (76%) dogs, increasing to 75 dogs when including LOCF data (5 lost after 2 weeks, 6 lost after 4 weeks). Regularity index treadmill gait scores were available in 47 (56%) dogs, increasing to 58 dogs when including LOCF data (5 lost after 2 weeks, 6 lost after 4 weeks). Overall, 65 of 84 dogs (77%) regained ambulatory function within the 6-week follow-up period. The median OFS reached was 8.0 (interquartile range [IQR] 6.0–9.5) with an overall median improvement from presentation of 8.0 (IQR 6.0–11.0). Median RI treadmill gait score at the final follow-up evaluation was 75.8 (IQR 33.7–93.9). Outcome data are summarized in Table 2, demonstrating the consistent negative effect of increasing functional grade at presentation across outcome measures. Tests for associations between outcome and preoperative patient variables are summarized in Table S1. Only a small positive correlation between patient age and RI outcome score was found, which is likely to be a result of the age distribution among groups of initial injury severity in this population, with the grade 3 group containing older dogs (mean 7.0 ± 2.4 years) than the more severely affected grade 4 (5.8 ± 3.0 years) or grade 5 (4.9 ± 1.9 years, P = .006) groups. Functional grade at presentation was selected for inclusion in regression tree analysis to control for this effect of initial injury severity on outcome.

### Associations Between Anesthetic Variables and Outcome

The estimated regression tree displaying associations between recorded variables and OFS as an outcome measure is displayed in Figure 1. The subgroups of dogs with similar OFS improvements identified by the estimated regression tree are dictated by 4 covariates: functional grade at presentation, duration of surgery, duration of general anesthesia, and duration of bradycardia. The estimated regression tree for outcome as measured by RI is displayed in Figure 2, with subgroups dictated by functional grade at presentation, mean body temperature, and mean ETCO₂. For ambulatory status at 6 weeks postsoperatively, the estimated regression tree shows subgroups of similar outcomes determined by functional grade at presentation, duration of surgery, and duration of low SBP (Fig 3).

These variables were therefore carried forward and selected for further evaluation by fitting general linear or binary ridge regression models for each outcome measure. The final selected model for predicting OFS improvement suggests a negative association with functional grade 5 at presentation, duration of anesthesia, and total duration of bradycardia, with the latter 2 variables positively associated with each other (Table 3). The selected model for RI postsurgery retains only a negative association with increasing functional grade at presentation (Table 4). For predicting the binary outcome measure of ambulatory status 6 weeks postsurgery, the final selected ridge regression model suggests that alongside absence of conscious pain perception at presentation (functional grade 5), an increased duration of surgery was associated with decreased odds of regaining ambulatory function, while also controlling for duration of low SBP (Table 5). A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for the fitted ridge regression model had an area under the curve of 0.94, and is included in Figure S1.

### Discussion

This study aimed to utilize exploratory statistical methodology to identify anesthetic variables of interest...
regarding outcome in a population of dogs undergoing surgical management of acute thoracolumbar IVDE. Our findings suggest that further studies are warranted to evaluate the potential significance of an increased duration of surgery or general anesthesia on outcome in these dogs, particularly those presenting paraplegic with absent pain perception. Total duration of bradycardia, duration of low SBP, mean temperature, and mean end-tidal carbon dioxide during anesthesia were also highlighted by our regression tree analysis, identifying these areas as also worthy of further study. Periods of hypotension and bradycardia were particularly common occurrences during surgery in the study population. Associations between anesthetic or surgical variables and outcome in dogs with surgically managed thoracolumbar IVDE have not previously been reported, and the findings of the current study highlight areas of interest for further prospective investigations in this population of dogs.

The primary aim of the current study was to take an exploratory approach to a large dataset of recorded anesthetic variables, in a cohort of prospectively followed dogs after surgical management of acute thoracolumbar IVDE. This was achieved using the multivariable statistical technique of regression tree analysis, designed to extract potentially important associations within large volumes of data, such as multiple recorded anesthetic variables and outcome measures. Without focusing on traditional measures of statistical significance, these analyses allowed us to highlight several variables as having potential associations with outcome, and therefore worthy of further study. Multivariable statistical modeling using these variables further supported the identified relationships in this population, although the reported P-values should be treated with caution in light of this data-driven model-building procedure. While it is important to acknowledge that this affects the validity of the statistical significance in the models, the results support possible associations with outcome and assist in hypothesis generation and identification of targets for further studies, the primary aim of this study.

Using the regression tree approach, we found that across all measures of outcome (OFS, RI, and ambulatory status), the population of dogs could be initially divided into those presenting with a function grade of 5 (pain perception negative dogs) and those with grades 3 or 4 (Figs 1–3). Consistent with previous studies, 45.7% of grade 5 dogs became ambulatory within 6 weeks, compared with 100% of grade 3 or 4 dogs. While the regression tree for the OFS outcome measure revealed conflicting effects of total duration of anesthesia in a small subgroup (Fig 1), considering the similar findings in the regression tree analysis for ambulatory status (Fig 3) as well as the final general linear and ridge regression models, the predominant relationship identified in grade 5 dogs was a poorer outcome with increased duration of surgery (Figs 1, 3; Tables 3, 5). An increased duration of surgery could result from a number of different parameters including more extensive spinal cord compression.
Fig 1. An estimated regression tree displaying associations between recorded variables and outcome, as measured by improvement in open field score (OFS: 0–12) 6 weeks after hemilaminectomy to treat intervertebral disk extrusion (IVDE). Each gray box represents a variable that subdivides the population—branches to the left correspond to a lower OFS and therefore poorer outcome while branches to the right correspond to subgroups with better outcome, with numbers in the terminal white boxes representing the estimated average OFS improvement achieved, and the number of dogs for that subgroup (n). The hierarchical nature of the tree suggests that the primary discriminating factor in predicting OFS improvement is functional grade at presentation (Grade), with Grade 5 dogs having poorer OFS improvement. Of the grade 5 dogs, those undergoing surgery of duration >3.8 hours had the poorest average OFS improvement of 3.4. In this way, each further branching describes the interactions between these variables and OFS improvement for different subgroups of dogs. This regression tree therefore suggests that there might be a relationship between OFS improvement and total duration of surgery, duration of general anesthesia (GA), and duration of bradycardia, and that these are therefore candidate variables for fitting a general linear model (Table 3).

Fig 2. An estimated regression tree displaying associations between recorded variables and outcome, as measured by regularity index (RI: 0–100) 6 weeks after hemilaminectomy to treat intervertebral disk extrusion (IVDE). The branching of the tree follows the same rules as outlined for Figure 1. This regression tree therefore suggests that the primary discriminatory factor in predicting RI is functional grade at presentation (Grade), and that there might be a relationship between RI outcome and mean temperature and mean end-tidal carbon dioxide (ETCO2) in grade 3 and grade 4 dogs. These candidate variables are therefore selected for fitting a general linear model to predict RI (Table 4).
requiring a multilevel hemilaminectomy, differences in the volume of disk material, intraoperative hemorrhage, number of disks fenestrated (although this was uniform in the current study population), and the skill or experience of the surgeon. An increased duration of surgery could be related to a more challenging procedure, potentially due to the nature of the disk extrusion, and could therefore be directly related to the intrinsic severity of the initial contusion, cord compression, and consequent SCI. Indeed, a recent study found a small but statistically significant association between increased surgical duration and postoperative neurological deteri-
oration in dogs undergoing potentially more complex cervical dorsal laminectomy procedures.43 In the current study, parameters that might affect surgery duration

![Fig 3. An estimated regression tree displaying associations between recorded variables and outcome, as measured by ambulatory status 6 weeks after hemilaminectomy to treat intervertebral disk extrusion (IVDE). The branching of the tree follows the same rules as outlined for Figure 1. This tree suggests that the primary discriminatory factor in predicting ambulatory status improvement is functional grade at presentation (Grade), and that of grade 5 dogs those undergoing surgery duration >3.8 hours might have a lower probability of regaining ambulatory status. There might also be a relationship between duration of low systolic blood pressure in a subgroup of dogs. These candidate variables are therefore selected for fitting a ridge regression model to predict ambulatory status (Table 5).]

### Table 3. Final general linear model for predicting open field score improvement after surgery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Functional grade at presentation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>-0.97 - 2.24</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-3.26</td>
<td>-4.77 - 1.75</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of anesthesia</td>
<td></td>
<td>-4.73</td>
<td>-8.77 - -0.70</td>
<td>.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of bradycardia</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.90</td>
<td>-3.56 - -0.24</td>
<td>.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of anesthesia: bradycardia</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.18 - 2.18</td>
<td>.021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows the final selected general linear model for predicting open field score improvement. Reference indicates that grade 3 was used as the reference category within functional grade at presentation.

### Table 4. Final general linear model for predicting regularity index (RI) after surgery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Functional grade at presentation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-19.82</td>
<td>-35.86 - -3.77</td>
<td>.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-62.60</td>
<td>-80.21 - -44.99</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows the final selected general linear model for predicting RI. Reference indicates that grade 3 was used as the reference category within functional grade at presentation.

### Table 5. Final ridge regression model for predicting ambulatory status 6 weeks after surgery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Odds Ratio</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration of surgery (hours)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.55 - 0.98</td>
<td>.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional grade at presentation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>1.93 - 3.13</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.08 - 0.25</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of low SBP (minutes)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.009</td>
<td>1.003 - 1.016</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SBP, systolic blood pressure.

This table shows the final selected ridge regression model for predicting ambulatory status. Reference indicates that grade 3 was used as the reference category within functional grade at presentation.

requiring a multilevel hemilaminectomy, differences in the volume of disk material, intraoperative hemorrhage, number of disks fenestrated (although this was uniform in the current study population), and the skill or experience of the surgeon. An increased duration of surgery could be related to a more challenging procedure, potentially due to the nature of the disk extrusion, and could therefore be directly related to the intrinsic severity of the initial contusion, cord compression, and consequent SCI. Indeed, a recent study found a small but statistically significant association between increased surgical duration and postoperative neurological deteri-
oration in dogs undergoing potentially more complex cervical dorsal laminectomy procedures.43 In the current study, parameters that might affect surgery duration

Outcomes for IVDE
such as the number of sites surgically decompressed, and surgical expertise was not identified in the regression tree analysis as influencing outcome. A prospective study design would be of interest to address more specific questions, for example regarding the degree of difficulty in removing herniated disk material, extent of decompression, or number of sites fenestrated in order to investigate this potential association between outcome and surgical duration further as this could have implications in terms of decision making regarding surgical procedures. Further investigations should aim to determine whether this is a true relationship but merely a reflection of initial injury severity, or a sign of damaging consequences of longer anesthesia.

Aside from reflecting the intrinsic severity of the initial injury, the association between surgical duration and outcome could also support the possibility that increased exposure to the cardiopulmonary consequences of general anesthesia, such as fluctuations in MABP and heart rate, ventilation, or other less well-defined parameters, could have deleterious hemodynamic consequences. In this current study population, hemodynamic changes during general anesthesia were common, as is reported widely in veterinary medicine (Table 1).27-29 Episodes of bradycardia were recorded in 69.4% of dogs, recently reported to be a common finding in miniature Dachshunds, the most common breed in the current study.44 Our regression tree analysis highlighted a possible association between increased duration of bradycardia and OFS improvement in grade 3 or 4 dogs (Fig 1). Although this does not imply statistical significance and the 2 branches pertaining to duration of bradycardia suggest alternate directions for this association, duration of bradycardia was retained in the final general linear model for predicting OFS improvement suggesting there could be a potential relationship worthy of further study. Similarly, there was a possible association between increased duration of low SBP (<90 mmHg) and achieving ambulatory status (Fig 3). However, this relationship was only present in 1 subgroup of dogs and the duration of low MABP was not highlighted by the regression tree models. It is possible that the retrospective analysis of anesthetic records in the current study, from data recorded at 5-minute intervals using predominantly indirect blood pressure recording techniques, meant that the severity and regularity of hypotension were underestimated. A recent study also suggested that acute spikes of systemic hypertension in the time of experimental SCI are associated with poorer outcome in rodent models, suggesting that both extremes of blood pressure might in fact have harmful consequences, and hypertension would have been missed with the current study design.53 The effect of systemic hypertension on spinal cord blood flow is extensively evaluated in experimental studies and human medicine.21,26 As a consequence of the loss of autoregulation that occurs during acute secondary SCI, spinal cord blood flow becomes directly vulnerable to fluctuations in MABP and intrathecal pressure.17,46 A recent study in dogs undergoing ventral slot surgery for cervical IVDE found perioperative hypotension to be associated with major adverse events, including neurological deterioration.30 It is important to consider however that perioperative hypotension might be a more clinically significant finding in cervical spinal surgery due to a greater risk of serious hemorrhage.30,47 The results of the current study therefore suggest that in dogs undergoing surgical decompression to treat acute thoracolumbar IVDE, a scenario whereby autoregulation of spinal cord blood flow is likely to be compromised and intrathecal pressure is potentially modulated by hypotension and bradycardia are common. Dogs undergoing longer periods of general anesthesia for more complicated surgical procedures might therefore be subjected to suboptimal spinal cord blood flow, potentially harming SCI recovery.22,23,48 As a result, a prospective study design utilizing frequent, direct blood pressure recordings including both extremes of fluctuations in a large number of dogs is required to further evaluate the clinical significance of blood pressure in this population of dogs.

There was 1 regression tree subdivision that suggested improved RI outcome scores in a subgroup of grade 4 dogs with lower mean body temperatures during anesthesia (Fig 2). Therapeutic systemic or local hypothermia has been widely evaluated in the human and experimental animal literature as a neuroprotective strategy for SCI management, with highly variable results so far.49 However, most studies have utilized moderate (82–90°F) or high (90–93°F) degrees of systemic hypothermia to achieve beneficial effects.49,50 These are degrees of hypothermia far more marked than that experienced by the dogs in this study, where we recorded a mean average temperature of 98.1°F, and only 16 dogs (19.0%) had mean body temperatures of <97°F. As a result, this modeling could be treated with caution given the narrow range of temperatures observed, with only relatively mild degrees of hypothermia recorded. Similarly, the same regression tree subdivided grade 3 dogs according to mean ETCO2, with increased RI scores associated with increased mean ETCO2. Although increased arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide has been shown experimentally to increase spinal cord blood flow through changes in local vascular resistance,51 our finding does not suggest a causal relationship with outcome at this stage and only concerns a subgroup of grade 3 dogs for which RI was available (n = 22). This does however highlight another potential area for further investigation with carefully designed study protocols.

While this study leverages prospective outcome data due to the inclusion of dogs enrolled in clinical trials, 1 limitation is that it was retrospective with regard to the collection and exploratory analysis of anesthetic records. As a result, the number of true cases subjected to inclusion was limited, with the expected instances of missing and incomplete data. To capture follow-up and anesthetic data more reliably, a prospective study design is required, although this would reduce case recruitment and therefore potentially limit statistical power.10 Due to the retrospective nature of anesthetic data collection, most cases in the current study underwent indirect
oscillometric blood pressure recordings, which might be inferior to direct invasive recordings. Although the oscillometric monitor used in this study has previously been evaluated for validity with encouraging results, this method does reduce the accuracy of measurements when compared to direct arterial measurement and the results should be considered in light of this. Future studies could therefore better evaluate associations between hemodynamic anesthetic variables and long-term outcome by utilizing more consistent techniques for prospectively monitoring intraoperative systemic perfusion parameters, such as continuously recorded direct arterial blood pressure recordings, as well as defined anesthetic medication protocols and using recently described methods for directly monitoring local indicators of tissue perfusion such as spinal cord blood flow and intraspinal pressure. A prospective design in future studies could also utilize recordings of other downstream indicators of tissue perfusion such as plasma l-lactate concentration. Although the anesthetic drugs used in the current study did not appear to have an adverse effect on outcome, there were a limited number of protocols used whereas a prospective study would allow direct evaluation of different treatment groups. Another limitation of the current study is the lack of longer term follow-up data beyond 6 weeks postoperatively, as some dogs that were nonambulatory at 6 weeks could have gone on to recover ambulatory function in the longer term. However, previous studies have shown that the majority of postoperative functional recovery after SCI in dogs occurs within 4–8 weeks of surgery, supporting this observation time frame. To maximize the outcome data available, we used 2 functional scoring systems postsurgery: an ordinal 12-point score (OFS) and a treadmill-based gait score (RI), both described and validated previously. The RI treadmill gait score yields a more discriminatory continuous score from 0 to 100, allowing more accurate quantification of function within 6 weeks of surgery compared to more traditional ordinal scales. In our sample, there was a limited number of protocols used whereas a prospective study would allow direct evaluation of different treatment groups. Another limitation of the current study is the lack of longer term follow-up data beyond 6 weeks postoperatively, as some dogs that were nonambulatory at 6 weeks could have gone on to recover ambulatory function in the longer term. However, previous studies have shown that the majority of postoperative functional recovery after SCI in dogs occurs within 4–8 weeks of surgery, supporting this observation time frame.

In conclusion, this study reports an initial investigation of the effect of recorded anesthetic and surgical parameters on outcome in dogs undergoing surgical management of acute thoracolumbar IVDE. By taking an exploratory, hypothesis-generating approach using regression tree analysis to evaluate the associations among anesthetic variables and prospectively recorded outcome scores, our results highlight several areas of interest for further study. These include the possibility that an increased duration of surgery might be negatively associated with outcome, particularly in dogs presenting with paraplegia and absent conscious pain perception. Further studies with prospectively determined anesthetic protocols and measurement techniques, allowing more accurate characterization of potential surgical challenges and hemodynamic changes during surgery, are now required to investigate these potential relationships further.
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